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mail me at mike@kring.am 11 9 new york city 15 5 6 dylan lanz 25 22 This is the list of songs in the album Hindi Kajra Re which are video songs and sorted by Popularity:Q: How do I make the create/edit/delete buttons appear on the order form in a single row? I am creating an order form using smarty. I am having trouble making the create/edit/delete buttons appear on the order form in a single
row. I can get them to appear but they take up two columns. I was thinking about a custom CSS for this so that it would appear as one row. Thanks. A: It looks like your using smarty as your front end tool for creating the order form. The smarty is causing the markup to be outputted as two separate divs. Try and get rid of all the tags and put all the code in a single. The order form is already in a table,
so you can just target the rows and td's of the table and not the entire page. Put all the info in the same table, add a row/header above and below the table to get it to display the way you want. If you have any code already in the smarty template that you want to preserve then you'll need to put it into a div or just add a new smarty template if you haven't used smarty before. Q: Custom Redirect in IIS
using Web.config I'm trying to find a way to add custom 301 redirects (preferably using the web.config file) in IIS. What I'm trying to achieve is to redirect all requests to a certain URL to a new URL. What I have right now is only redirects for example.com to www.example.com or www.example.com/new/test to www.example.com/new/test. I'm using IIS 7.5 I tried the following but it didn't work:
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